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B.A./B.Sc. 4th Semester (Honours) Examination, 2023 (CBCS)

Subject: Mathematics

Course : BMH4CCL0

(Ring Theory & Linear Algebra-L)

Time: 3 Horrrs Full Marks: 60

The figures in the margin indicate.full marks.

Cancliflates are required to give their attswers in their own words
as far as Practicable.

Notation and sl,mbols have their usual nteaning.

1. -{nsu,r r et7\, tenquestions: 2xl0=2'0

(a) Hew many idempotent elements does a skeu'-field have? Suppoft your answer'

(b) Cr n you give an example of a ring in which an ideal of an ideal of the ring is not an ideal of

th r given ring? Justify your answer'

(c t Sl ow by an example of a Boolean ring which has infinite number of elements but does not

cc ntain unity.

(dr Srppose R. R' be two rings with unity 1. 1' respectively and Q: R --+ R' be a ring

ht momorphism. Does q(1) : 1' hoid good in general? Support your answer'

(e ) D res there exist a non-zero ring homomorphism from Z into Z except identity? Justrfy your

ar swer.

(f) Srrppose q, Z--+ZxZbe defined by <p(ri):(n,n),Yne Z. Is <p(22) an rdeal in

Z xZ? Support your answer.

(s) Slrow by an example of a ring without unity will possess a subring with unity.

(h) D ces there exist an integral domain having exactly six elements? Justify your answer.

(i) Srppose R be a ring with unity 1 such that {0} and R are the only ideals of it. Is R a

sl.ew-field? SuPPort Your answer.

g I-x I ' R2 - R.2 be alinearnrap defined byT(x,y): (e*,ev). Is itone-one? Supportyour

allswer.

(k) t oes there exist a linear map I , Rz - R2 such that range (?') = ,S[(1, n)]? Justify your

a )swer.

(l) Vrrite down the matrix representation of the linear map 7 : R.s + R.2 defined by

T (x,y, z) = (x + y - z,x * z) with respect to the standard bases'

(m)SupposeV={feCl0,1,l:/istwicedifferentiableover[0, 1] suchthatfi+1=0].

! /hat is the dimension of the subspace 7 ?
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(n) E;'amine if the ser s : {(1,1,0), (1,0,'J.),(0,1,1)} rinearry independent in the vecror space IF3.wlrere F is a field with characteristic 2? Justify your answer.

(o) Wtat are the proper subspaces of R3? Support your answer.

2. Answe r ant,.fou.r questions:
5x4=20

(a) (i) Let R be a ring with unity 1 such that the set of ail non-units in R forms a subgroup of theadditive group (R, +). prove or disprove either Char(R) = 0 or it is a power of a prime.
Examine if the sum of two zero-divisors in a ring is again a zero-divisor. 3+2
Is the ideal < -r > maximar in the porynomiar ring zfrl? what will happen if we consider
the same in the polynomial ring R[]? Supporr vour answer.

(ii) Is the ideal < x2 + L ) prime in the ring zfrl? Is ir maximar? Justifl, your answer. 2+.3
(c) (i) Determine a, the maximal ideals of the Euclidean plane R2.

(ii) Find a basis of the subspace of R3 generared b1, the vectors (1,0,_1). (1,2,1)and (0._-r.: 
r

-r*l
(d) (i) Examine if Mt = {f e cLo,t) 

' f (;) = 0} i, a maximal idear in the ring of conrinuous
uncrions C[0,1].

(ii) -et z be a complex number such that
. ield C over rhe real field R?

Im(z);r 0. Does the set {r,rr} form a basis oi tire

(e) (i) 
]:il-l*if 

themapr, P,(R) )?n+t (R)defined ayr(pe))=xp(x),p e pn,.r € R.
I i llnear.

(ii) Let Lbe a line passing tl,ough the origin in R2. Find out the nullity and rank of rhe linearr.-pT 'R2-R2whichsatisfiesz(0)=0andrmapseachpointontoitsreflection*,ith
r )spect to the given line L. 

l+3(0 (i) LetT : R2 - R2 be a map which rotates every point through the same angre Q about theo'igin o. Is it linear? If yes, what wilr be the nuility and rank of r ?

(ii) Is the mapT(z) : z = the complex conjugate r:f z,rinearover the real vector space c? Isit linear if we consider the fierd c over itself? Justify your answer. 3+2

3. Answer aj^, tw-o questions: 
l0x2=20

(a) (i ) Fi nd the characterisric of each of the following rings:
t lt 52. t2t ("(X),+, n). for a giren non_emply ser X.

(ii) Dt termine all the subrin_9s of (27,+, . )
(iii) w rat is the characteristic of a Boolean ring? Support your answer.

3+2

4+4+2



a
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(b) (i) Find all ideals of (Zro,I, .).

(ii) For a ring R, let us consider the radical rad (R) which is defined to be the set of all
nilpottrnt elements of the ring R. Does it form an ideal in R? Also compute rad (Z').

(iii) Let C be the linear space of all real convergent sequences. Define a map T : C --+ C by
the ru e T(x) : {yn}, where y, = limxn _ xn, for all x = txn} e C. Show that I is
linear. Also find its null space and range. 2+4+4

(c) (i) If ever y ideal in a commutative ring with unity is prime, then prove that it is a field.

(ii) Let 7, R2 - R,3 be a linear map such that I(1,0) = (1,0,1),I(0,1) = (1,1,1).
Detemine the rank and nullity of I. Also find its matrix representation reiative to
standa: d bases.

(iii) Prove that there exists infinitely many linear transformations ?n , R3 --; R2 such that
rG,- L, 1) = (1,2) and,T(-1,1.,2) = (1,0) 3+4+3

(d) (i) If V ar d W arc two n-dimensional vector spaces over a .fielcl F, then show that a linear
map I : V --+ W is non-singular if and onl1, if ronk (T) = rz. Does it hold if we drop finite
dimens ionality of the vector spaces I/ and r{/? Justify your answer.

(ii) Let T, ?z(R) - 
"3(R) 

be a map clefined a"v r(y@)) = 2f, (x) + ff Z71u1au. Show

that I Ls a linear map. Also frnd Ker (r) and range (T). Is it invertible? Justify your
answer

(iii) Let T ,Mz*z(R) - Mz,z(R) be defined by T(A) = At,v A e Mzxz(R). Choose
whethe' it is linear or not. If yes, find the matrix representation of Z with respect to the
standar I basis of Mrrr(R). 4+3+3


